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EmergencyFire along major WA highway prompts emergency evacuation
A fire emergency is unfolding in WA’s south with an evacuation order issued for people in the Ravensthorpe area.
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Hopeful huntGrim find on Perth bus sparks intense search


A white plastic container of human ashes left on a bus in Perth’s southern suburbs has sparked a search for the family of the deceased.
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Drive with cautionMajor Perth freeway traffic mayhem after truck rollover

Motorists are being urged to avoid a major Perth freeway after a truck rollover reduced the road to a single lane.
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exclusive
exclusiveBrazen 
exclusiveThief nabs disabled boy’s mobility scooter on cameraA Baldivis mum of four has labelled thieves ‘scum’ after the theft of her 11-year-old’s mobility scooter. 
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In the moneyNew millionaire walking streets of Gero after Lotto win

Someone in Geraldton is celebrating becoming a millionaire after scooping last night’s Lotto jackpot.
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Watching the solar eclipse'Sore eyes' online searches spike during solar eclipse






Immediate effectNetball authorities make shock call on transgender players






‘Incredible success’Onlyfans star’s INSANE profit after sleeping with 100 men
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Forum fireWA Kmart arson hunt continues after $100k of damage caused






Shocking scenesMan in wheelchair arms himself with hammer during dog attack






TragedyTragic update after man dies at popular waterfall






Celebrity entertainment One Day star goes from Heartbreaker to Codebreaker 
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WA NEWSFamily still desperately searching for missing WA man
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